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Early on when Noy Group was formed by the partners, they realized that their skills alone were not
enough to ensure success within the company.

The partners had the foresight to understand that to be a successful brokerage company they would
have to enlist the specialties and expertise of the very best in the industry.

Noy Group knew that it was imperative to make sure that they had the right team driving the cogs of
the operation. To have happy clients, to be able to provide a tailored service unique to the clients
needs you have to have a broad range of expertise that cover all the necessary bases.

For this reason, one of our core fundamental policies is to ensure all senior positions held within
Noy Group are those that have demonstrated in their field of expertise the highest level of
achievement possible.

Noy Group will make sure that out clients get the very best service in the industry.

We can achieve great success by giving the highest possible service to our clients. We are proud of
our client retention record, this shows that we are making our clients financial goals reality.

We believe not other company in the financial field goes as far as we do to secure a clients
happiness. Its our ethos that Noy Group employees have to give 100% effort to achieve a clients
objectives, if for any reason a client is not happy with their portfolio manager then we will find a
manager that fits the clients needs.

Making financial goals a reality makes us proud to serve; this encourages us to consistently out
perform expectations.

Each of our clients go through a financial analysis, from the analysis we can determine who
becomes their portfolio manager, we make sure our clients get the correct experts so the best
choices can be made.

Noy Group is at the forefront of investment methodologies; we make sure that all investment
decisions based upon solid and sound investment theories.

Its important to have the right tools at your disposal, as trends and sudden shifts in the market can
effect an investment. We make it a priority to make sure that all our expertise is up to date with the
latest financial investment knowledge.

We also use advanced algorithms using the latest software to help us make decisions now and for
the future.

The investment world is an ever-changing process, for us to be effective we have to be reactive.
Over the years through trial and error, we have developed a system that has allowed us to minimize
risk.

About Noy Group

Noy Group provides young companies a great way to get off the ground by investing sufficient
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capital needed to get to the next stage of their development. Noy Group has industry tried and
tested experts in all the main investment sectors giving us the company strong competitive
advantage, making sure they help their clients reach their financial goals and objectives.
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